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Abstract 

In this paper, two types of carbon black (CB) masterbatch with different carriers, i.e. HDPE and 

LDPE, are used to produce black compounds using three PE100 resins with various short chain 

branching distributions.  Due to difference in short chain branch (SCB) distribution, the used 

polyethylene resins behave differently in microstructure development and long-term creep behavior. The 

microstructural analysis using different DSC techniques and rheological measurements revealed more 

sensitivity of the polyethylene resin with uniform comonomer distribution to the carbon black aggregates 

and their polymeric carriers. The Full Notched Creep Test (FNCT) was performed to determine the long-

term creep performance of the black compounds; it is shown that the sample having more uniform 

comonomer distribution is more resistant compared to other samples. On the other hand, by addition of 

carbon black masterbatch, resistance to slow crack growth in samples decreases since carbon black 

aggregates can act as stress concentration spots in the structure. However, with addition of the 

masterbatch with LDPE carrier polymer, the reduction of this value in samples is lower compared to one 

with HDPE carrier. The reason for this observation is that long branches of LDPE polymer enter the 

structure of lamellae in the PE100 resins, making them more coherent and increasing the number of tie 

molecules. The samples that are blended with LDPE polymer have a rougher surface, which means 

linkage between two sides of crack was stronger due to higher entanglement density in these samples. 

The impact test confirms the same trend as FNCT test, with the sample containing LDPE carrier having 

higher impact strength.  
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Introduction 

One of the best replacements for steel and concrete pipes intended for transportation of water and 

natural gas is polyethylene pipe, thanks to its excellent versatility, chemical resistance and strength. 

Experiments show that these pipes undergo a specific kind of failure  known as slow crack growth 

(SCG) which occurs at low stress levels (below yield stress) and near room temperatures[1–7]. The 

mechanism for this failure includes formation of crazes, their growth and final crack propagation[6,8–

10]. Craze growth strongly depends on chain entanglements in structure which in turn depends on factors 

like molecular weight, molecular weight distribution and short chain branches (SCBs) content and their 

distribution and a slight change in these parameters can influence long-time performance of pipe 

materials significantly[11,12].   

Mechanical properties of polyethylene pipes can be negatively impacted due to sunlight radiation 

since UV radiation can make a drastic change in the structure of the polymers [13–16] and this is an 

important problem for these pipes which needs to be addressed. Carbon black (CB) is the most 

affordable and effective material that is used in pipe production to act as UV-absorbing agent, also 

giving most plastic transfer pipes their black color. Carbon black aggregates are usually added to 

polyethylene in the form of masterbatch, containing about 30-40% carbon black with the rest being 

polymer carrier. The optimum amount of carbon black in the compound is about 2.5 wt. % which means 

between 4-6 wt.% of polymer carrier exists in the final composition of the compound. This is a 

considerable amount that can affect mechanical, thermal and rheological properties of pipes as we have 

addressed it in our pervious works [13,17]. Besides the amount of carbon black, its distribution in the 

polyethylene can also be of importance. Deveci et al. [18] have extensively studied this phenomenon and 

its effect on mechanical properties of polyethylene pipes, without pointing out the long term mechanical 

behavior of the samples.  

Due to presence of a considerable amount of carrier in the compound, it can be said that black pipes 

are a blend of neat polyethylene and carbon black’s carrier polymer. Chain entanglements might be 
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increased or decreased by addition of a second polymer with a different molecular weight distribution to 

neat PE100 resin [19]. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that by addition of carbon black masterbatch, 

while carbon black aggregates can act as nucleation sites for crystallization and stress concentration 

regions, carrier polymer may also affect the performance of pipe materials.  

We have used isothermal crystallization and rheological measurements to predict the resistance to 

slow crack growth in neat and black PE100 resins in presence of carbon black masterbatches [13,17,20]. 

It was observed that Avrami equation parameters, which are obtained by fitting the isothermal 

crystallization data on Avrami equation, can be used as determinative factor for SCG resistance in 

polyethylene pipe materials. With increasing n (the Avrami index), the resistance to slow crack growth 

in polyethylene resins is reduced significantly [20], since this parameter is related to the morphology of 

the crystals in the structure of the polymers. Krishnaswamy et al. [12] investigated the longtime 

performance of PE pipes, suggesting a schematic model based on their findings in mechanical, thermal, 

and rheological tests. Also, Sardashti et al. [21,22] suggested that the relaxation time(�) obtained from 

fitting the experimental data on Carreau-Yasuda (CY) equation [23,24] is a good determining factor for 

the amount of chain entanglements in the structure of polymer melts. 

In this study we investigate the effect of addition of two different carbon black masterbatches to 

PE100 resins with different SCB distributions. Samples are examined using thermal, rheological and 

long-term creep tests with the aim of delineating the role of masterbatch carrier and short chain branch 

distribution in resistance to slow crack growth.  

Materials and methods 

Materials and sample preparation 

Three different PE100 pipe grade materials were supplied by Iranian petrochemical companies. The 

used polyethylene resins are HDPE polymers and produced using Ziegler-Natta catalysts under the 

Hostalen license of LyondellBasell and have a bimodal molecular weight distribution. Table 1 shows 
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some characteristics of the used polyethylene grades. The main difference between three grades is the 1-

butene comonomer distribution as we have studied in our previous work [20]. To make black compound 

in laboratory, two different types of carbon black masterbatches with different polymer carriers, i.e. 

HDPE and LDPE, were used. The masterbatches are two commercial grades that were provided by Jam 

petrochemical company.  

Table 2 presents some properties of these masterbatches. the code of masterbatch was used for 

identification of black compounds, i.e. B1-100J1 means the N-100J1 compounded with B1 black 

masterbatch. 

Table 1.Some characteristics of used PE100 pipe grade materials in this study 

Samples Polymer Type Density (g/cm3) 
MFI (g/10min) 
190 ̊C, 5 kg 

MFI (g/10min) 
190 ˚C, 21.6 kg 

N-100J1 Bimodal HDPE 0.952 0.22 6.9 
N-100J2 Bimodal HDPE 0.950 0.18 6.2 
N-100M Bimodal HDPE 0.951 0.21 5.8 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Properties of used masterbatches 

Masterbatch Shape 
MFI (g/10min)  
190 ̊C, 5 Kg 

Carbon black 
content (wt. %) 

T5% (̊ C)* Carrier polymer type 

B1 Granule 1.06 39.5 452.4 LDPE 

B2 Powder 0.50 39.5 442.5 HDPE 

* T5% is the temperature in which 5% of the sample's weight is decomposed in TGA test.  

Black samples were produced using a lab scale twin screw extruder with temperature profile of 190- 

200 -195 -190 ̊C by blending natural polyethylene with carbon black masterbatch. These samples have 

an overall ~2 wt.% of carbon black and the PE100/masterbatch ratio is 95/5. Dispersion tests were 

performed according to ISO 18553 standard [25] and the results showed that blending and dispersion of 

carbon black is acceptable in all samples.  
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Thermal Analysis 

To evaluate carbon black content in masterbatches, TGA test was performed by a METTLER 

TOLEDO TGA/DSC instrument at nitrogen atmosphere from 25 �. to 600 �. Isothermal and non-

isothermal crystallization as well as SSA-DSC were carried out by TA Q100 differential scanning 

calorimeter (DSC) to evaluate thermal properties of samples. Approximately 5 mg of samples in Al 

circular pans were used. For isothermal test, samples were heated to 180 ˚C at 10 ˚C/min and maintained 

for 3 min and then cooled first to 140 °C at 10 °C/min, held at 140 °C for 2min, and afterwards rapidly 

cooled (at 40 °C/min) to the 121˚C and maintained at this temperature for 120min. For isothermal DSC, 

the method suggested by Krishnaswamy et al. [12] was used and crystallization time and the 

crystallization rate of samples were evaluated. The rational of using 121 ˚C as isothermal crystallization 

temperature has been discussed in our previous work [17]. In SSA-DSC, test samples were annealed at 

different temperatures for 15 minutes and in 8℃ steps which leads to fractionation of molecular chains 

based on their size and their ability to crystallize. Suggested cycles in previous studies [26–30] have 

been mostly used for LLDPE which has at least 6-7% co-monomer content, while thermal fractionation 

is more difficult for HDPE resins due to much lower comonomer. 

Mechanical tests 

Tensile tests were performed at room temperature using Hounsfield H10KS universal frame at the 

strain rate of 50 mm/min based on ASTM D638 test method after 6 days of aging for samples. Test 

samples were cut from compression molded sheets according to ASTM-D638 standard. The Charpy 

impact tests were carried out according to ASTM 6110-04 and impact test samples were cut from 3mm 

thickness sheets. The reported results are average of at least 5 measurements. 

To evaluate the long-term mechanical performance of the samples, a lab scale full notch creep test 

(FNCT) machine made based on ISO 16770 [31] was used. The samples for the FNCT test were cut 

from 6mm thick compression molded sheets. The dimension of samples is 6×6×90 mm. The FNCT 

measurements were carried out at 55˚C and 9MPa load, considering the result of Schilling et al. [32]. 
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The FNCT test is performed using Igepal CO-630 as surfactant. The reported results are average of at 

least 3 measurements. 

Morphological observation 

Microstructural evaluation was performed by a TeScan - Mira III field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FE-SEM). The samples were broken in liquid nitrogen and the amorphous phase was 

removed by an etchant with composition (H2SO4:H3PO4: water = 5:2:1 and 1 wt% KMnO4), after which, 

samples were washed in a solution of diluted sulphuric acid. H2O2:H2SO4 (diluted) (H2SO4:H2O 2:7). 

Afterwards, dried samples were sputter coated with a thin gold layer.  

Rheological measurements 

A rheometric mechanical spectrometer model MCR301 (Anton Paar) instrument was utilized in 

oscillatory shear measurements. Samples for rheology test were prepared from 2 mm thick compression 

molded sheets. To study the linear viscoelastic behavior of the samples, in the amplitude of 1%, the 

following measurements were conducted:  

• Isothermal dynamic frequency sweep test at 190℃. 

• Isochronal dynamic temperature sweep test at a constant frequency (10 Hz) and 5℃/min 

temperature ramp. 

XRD Test 

X-Ray Diffraction tests were performed by X’Pert PRO MPD (PANalytical) to study possible 

changes induced in the lattice unit cell parameters of black compounds. 

Results and Discussion 

Characterization of polyethylene resins and masterbatches 

Based on supplier’s information, PE100 samples have similar molecular weights, but the 

comonomer distribution in the samples varies a bit. To confirm this, short chain branches distribution has 
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been investigated by different methods suggested in the literature. Figure 1 (a) shows viscoelastic 

behavior of natural PE100 samples in different frequencies. Viscosity of samples in whole frequency 

range are approximately similar, hence, it can be concluded that molecular weight and molecular weight 

distribution of the samples are almost identical. Figure 1(b) shows heat flow against time for PE100 

samples using isothermal DSC, revealing that in spite of  the similarities in MW and MWD, PE100 

samples show different thermal behaviors. N-100J2 has slower motion in its molecular chains compared 

to two other samples. It is reasonable to assume that short chain branch distribution is a key difference in 

three PE100 samples. To further evaluate the distribution of co-monomers in chains, SSA-DSC is 

performed as a fairly fast and accurate technique. 

 
Figure 1. Characterization of neat PE100 samples: (a) complex viscosity vs. frequency, (b) isothermal DSC 

examination, (c) SSA-DSC analysis, and (d) tensile test. 
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Figure 1 (c) shows heat flow vs. temperature curves for PE100 samples obtained from SSA-DSC 

test. It can be observed that in N-100J2, low-temperature peaks, which are a sign of co-monomers being 

located on longer chains, have a larger area [20,27,28]. Thus, in this sample, long chains are slower 

because of more SCB located on long chains fraction. There are some studies that use tensile test to 

investigate the short-chain branches distribution [12,13]. According to these studies, when SCBs are 

located on chains with higher molecular weight, strain hardening start point occurs at lower strains [12]. 

Figure 1 (d) compares tensile test curves for these three samples, confirming this observation and the 

results of isothermal and SSA-DSC.  

Effect of masterbatch on crystalline structure of samples 

Results of non-isothermal DSC (graphs not shown) for raw polyethylene resins and black 

compounds are presented in Table 3. There is a similar trend in the thermal behavior of all three samples 

in presence of different masterbatches. It can be observed that by adding masterbatches to neat PE100 

samples, their crystallization behavior is changed. Reduction in crystallinity and increasing their melting 

temperature indicates that the presence of carbon black aggregates between chains reduces crystallinity 

because these can disturb the chain folding and mobility. On the other hand, the increase of the melting 

temperature can be considered from the increase of the lamellas thickness based on Gibbs-Thomson 

equation [33–35]. It is observed that B1 masterbatch with LDPE carrier has more effect on crystallinity 

suppression of the samples. Thus, the crystalline structure of the black compounds is affected by two 

major factors: (i) carbon black aggregates and (ii) type of masterbatch carrier polymer. 

To investigate the influence of carbon black masterbatches on molecular motion and chain folding 

of samples, isothermal crystallization test was performed for black compounds as shown in Figure 2. 

According to previously reported results [13,17], we expected a significant decrease in crystallization 

time of sample by adding the carbon black masterbatches, because carbon black aggregates can act as 

nuclei for crystallization and accelerate the crystallization rate [17]. This trend can be observed in 

compounds containing HDPE carrier masterbatch, while in LDPE containing compounds, the opposite is 
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true and due to addition of this carbon black masterbatch, crystallization rate has been hindered. The 

rationale for this observation is that the masterbatch carrier polymers, as well as carbon black aggregates, 

both can have a significant effect on crystallization rate. In compound containing B2, the carrier of the 

masterbatch, which is HDPE, is approximately similar with base PE100s, thus carbon black aggregates 

are a determining component in crystallization rate. On the other hand, in the samples mixed with B1 

masterbatch, the carrier is LDPE with long chain branching structure which makes chain folding more 

difficult [36,37]. In these samples, carbon black also acts as nucleation sites, but the presence of LDPE 

chain and its entanglement with the other chains, suppress the nucleation effect of carbon aggregates, 

hindering the PE100 chain folding and reducing the crystallization rate of the samples. Experimental 

data were fitted on the Avrami equation and obtained crystallization parameters from this equation are 

presented in Table 3. To calculate these parameters, an Origin software plugin developed by Lorenze et 

al was employed [38].  

 
Figure 2- Heat flow vs. time curves for PE100 samples and their compounds obtained from isothermal DSC test. 
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Table 3. Non-isothermal DSC data and Crystallization parameters obtained from isothermal DSC test 
Samples 

Tm [℃] Tc [˚C] Xc [%] 
t1/2 (s)  Crystallization rate K 

(min-n) 
Avrami 

index (n) 
R2 

N-100J1 131.1 117.3 57.9 48 0.34 2.88 0.9999 
B1-100J1 132.1 115.5 52.6 53 0.32 2.90 0.9999 
B2-100J1 132.2 116.4 55.0 40 0.35 2.90 0.9999 
N-100J2 129.6 115.3 53.0 159 0.11 2.45 0.9999 
B1-100J2 130.6 115.5 49.7 191 0.06 2.63 0.9999 
B2-100J2 130.7 116.1 52.3 140 0.13 2.71 0.9999 

N-100M 131.6 116.7 61.4 60 0.24 2.80 0.9999 
B1-100M 131.8 117.1 57.0 71 0.22 2.83 0.9999 
B2-100M 131.8 117.2 59.2 52 0.25 2.90 0.9999 

 

 

In Table 3, it is observed that N-100J2 is significantly more sensitive to the changes in Avrami 

index than the other two samples with addition of masterbatch. In other words, one can say that the 

crystallization behavior of the sample having a more uniform SCB distribution on its long chains is more 

sensitive to addition of masterbatch. For, N-100J1 and N-100M samples, SCBs might have a non-

uniform distribution, thus chain segments between two short chain branches are relatively larger and 

chain folding in these segments will occur more easily, making them less sensitive to foreign chains and 

particles. This speculation is shown schematically in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Suggested schematic model for describing the difference among SCB distribution of samples. 
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To study the effect of carrier resins on crystalline structure of the samples, the XRD test was 

performed on the PE100-J2 samples and the results were shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that by 

addition of the masterbatch with HDPE carrier, there is no change in characteristic peaks (2
=21.58 and 

23.97), while in the LDPE case, the corresponding peaks are shifted to the lower angles (2
=21.45 and 

23.81) indicating the increase in the lattice parameters of the polyethylene unit cell. This is in a good 

agreement with the fact that lattice parameters of LDPE polymer are larger than HDPE [39–41]. In other 

words, it can be concluded that during crystallization, LDPE chains of masterbatch carrier can enter the 

crystals of the main PE100 resin and play a role in crystallization of black compounds and increase the 

coherency and entanglement between lamellas.  

 

Figure 4. XRD patterns for N-100J2 sample and its compounds. 
 

Rheological behavior and melt miscibility of samples 

Rheological measurements, especially in the linear viscoelastic region, have been frequently used in 

order to assess the microstructure of polymeric samples, including the melt composition and miscibility, 

which considerably influence the flow behavior of non-Newtonian polymeric melts [42–44]. All samples 

demonstrate the typical behavior of high molecular weight melts with liquid like rheological behavior at 
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low frequencies region and solid like behavior at higher frequencies, while shear-thinning behavior is 

observed in the whole frequency range. Figure 5 (a) to (c) show the rheological properties of the neat 

PE100 and black samples in presence of two different masterbatches. It is obvious that by adding 

masterbatch to three different PE100 samples they show similar behavior. On the other hand, it can be 

seen that complex viscosity and storage modulus of all the compounds containing B1 masterbatch (with 

LDPE carrier polymer) decline in contrast to neat samples, mainly because of lower molecular weight of 

B1 polymeric carrier as reflected in its higher MFI presented in Table 2. However, the long chain 

branches of B1 carrier may increase the entanglement chance and increase the overall relaxation time. 

Contrary to expectation, in the samples using B2 masterbatch, which also has higher MFI than the neat 

samples as shown in Tables 1 and 2, the complex viscosity and storage modulus was not decreased, 

which is against of the mixing rule prediction. While the complex viscosity and storage modulus of B2-

100M sample is similar to its neat resin, the N-100M, those of the B2-100J1 and B2-100J2 are higher 

than their base resins, presented in Figure 5 (b) and (c), respectively. According to Figure 5 (b) and (c), it 

could be observed that the rheological properties changes in B2-100J2 sample is considerable, pointing 

out the good dispersion of carbon black aggregates which can hinder the movement of long chains 

molecules with short side chains which can be trapped between carbon black aggregates [13,17]. Based 

on these results, one can conclude that masterbatch is more effective for 100J2 neat resin, suggestive of 

the role of short chain branching distribution on interaction with carbon black aggregates. This result is 

in a good agreement with isothermal DSC that N-100J2 sample is more sensitive than other samples and 

can be considered as verification for the suggested schematic model shown in Figure 3 for distribution of 

SCBs on long chains.  
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Figure 5. Rheological properties of three (a) N-100J1, (b) N100J2, and (c) N100M samples and their black 

compounds. 
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The experimental data of the 100J2 samples were fitted to the Carreau-Yasuda (CY) equation (Eq. 

1) and the obtained zero shear viscosity and average relaxation time are presented in Table 4. Relaxation 

time (�) can be one of the factors that represent chain motion in molten phase and we can use this factor 

to  have a better judgement on the long-time performance of pipes; the higher the � value, the higher the 

amount of chain entanglements and hence more resistance against SCG [21]. Since all three PE100 

samples show similar behavior in all tests by addition of carbon black masterbatch, only the data for N-

100J2 is reported. It can be seen that in Table 4, � for N-100J2 increased by addition of two 

masterbatches and it is a reasonable conclusion that carbon black aggregates make the motion of chains 

in melt state more difficult. An increase in this parameter by addition of B1 masterbatch is more 

pronounced than the B2 masterbatch.  

 

�∗ =  ��  [1 + (��)�](���/�)      (1) 
 

 
Table 4. Rheological parameters obtained from fitting experimental data on Carreau-Yasuda equation 

Samples ��  (Pa.s) � (s) 

N-100J2 504850 1.98 

B1-100J2 482430 3.68 
B2-100J2 612140 2.74 

 

Phase separation in polymer blends in melt state is an important issue and can have a vital influence 

on rheological behavior and mechanical properties of blends [45–47]. Temperature-sweep rheology tests 

were conducted to investigate phase separation in samples. Figure 6 shows the G', G'' and tanδ against 

temperature for black 100J2 compounds. In previous studies [48,49], it was observed that change in G' 

curve slope is a determinative factor for phase separation. According to these curves, it is clear that in all 

samples, G' reduces with increasing temperature, due to favored chain motion and reduced elastic 

behavior of the sample. But in B1-100J2 sample at approximately 195℃, slope of G' curve changes 

considerably, which is thought to be due to combined effect of the chain mobility and increased elasticity 

due to interfacial tension, and this is a behavior associated with phase separation. Due to phase 
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separation, the role of interfacial elasticity of LDPE domains in HDPE matrix will affect the chain 

mobility at higher temperature and hence the storage modulus of B1-100J2 sample is positively deviated 

from the expected behavior guided with red line in Figure 6 (a). Interestingly, the tan� curve of B1-

100J2 sample shows a clear increasing –decreasing trend, so it can be assumed that the phase separation 

has been started from ~200 ˚C and continued to ~ 240 ˚C. The increased elasticity at higher temperature 

may result in flow instability like sharkskin at high production rate.   

 
Figure 6. G', G'' and tan vs. temperature curves for (a)B1-100J2 and (b) B2-100J2 samples obtained from 

temperature sweep rheology tests. 

 

Long-term mechanical performance and impact resistance 

To investigate the long-term performance of the samples, the SCG tests were performed on 100J1 

and 100J2 sample and the data of these tests are presented in Figure 7. The 100M sample is excluded 

herein because of its similar behavior to 100J1 sample and also its different source of polymerization. As 

expected, it can be seen that creep failure time of N-100J2 with uniform distribution of short chain 

branches is considerably higher than other samples. From this figure, it can be inferred that the slow 

crack growth resistance of the neat PE100 samples is reduced by addition of carbon black masterbatch. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of failure time of neat and black samples obtained from ESCR test. 

 

 Masterbatch presence in structure has a double-faced effect on mechanical properties of PE100 

samples, both carbon black aggregates and carrier polymer can influence SCG resistance. It can be 

observed from SCG test that carbon black aggregates without considering carrier polymer make the neat 

resins weaker against SCG. Another interesting result that can be seen is that in the samples compounded 

with B1 masterbatch, the reduction of lifetime of PE100 is lower than B2 compounds due to the fact that 

presence of LDPE chains in the structure of samples increases the entanglements density because of its 

long chain branches [50–52]. It is a good confirmation for isothermal DSC and rheological 

measurements that the presence of LDPE chains makes the resin molecule motion slower. Also, the 

activation energy (Ea) of linear low-density polyethylene is around 32-34 kJ/mol which is higher than 

that of the linear and short chain branched polyethylene, 27-29 KJ/mol. In other words, a higher thermal 

energy or time is needed for fibrillation and growth of the crazes in the sample containing chains with 

long branches. 

Thus, motion of the chains in a resin has a direct relationship with resistance to slow crack growth 

and long-time performance of pipe material can be predicted with the tests that analyze the behavior of 

resin’s melt.  
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To further investigate the effect of carrier polymer on resistance to SCG in PE100 samples, SCG 

fracture surface of B1-100J2 and B2-100J2 samples were studied by SEM microscope. Figure 8 (a) is an 

overview image of the sample’s fracture surface that has three distinct zones which is due to different 

stress levels at each area. In Zone I, i.e. the first step of fracture process, the ligament area is larger, 

hence the stress level is lower than other zones and crazes and fibrillations are smaller and the surface is 

relatively smoother. Zones II and III in which the stress is higher and fibrillations are larger, can be 

determining zones for investigation of slow crack growth [53,54] (zone I shows few details and all 

samples have nearly the same topology). Figure 8 (b) schematically describes the reason for the 

difference in zones' appearances. 

 

  
Figure 8. (a) SEM image of different zones in fracture surface in creep test (b) Schematic image for justifying the 

reason for the difference in fracture surface in different zones 
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Impact tests were performed on the N-100J2 sample and its black compounds and the results are 

presented in Table 5. It can be observed that the neat sample has the highest toughness since there is no 

carbon black aggregates as stress concentration zones in the structure of this material. In the B1-100J2 

with LDPE chains the reduction of the impact resistance is lower than B2-100J2 sample as expected 

from SCG test results.  

  
Table 5. Charpy impact resistance of the N-100J2 sample ant its black compounds 

Samples Toughness (KJ/m2) 
N-100J2 28.12 ± 0.8 
B1-100J2 26.17 ± 1.3 
B2-100J2 20.07 ± 0.6 

 

SEM images of fracture surface of N-100J2 sample and its black compounds are shown in Figure 9. 

Three distinct zones can be considered in fracture surface during Charpy test; (i) notch zone, (ii) first 

step of fracture, and (iii) second step of fracture and the results are in agreement with literature [55]. 

First zone is a notch that has been made by a razor blade, second zone is first step of fracture, which is 

the most important and determinative zone in impact test fracture surface and third zone includes the rest 

of fracture process. It is noticed that the razor blade charpy is not typical test was used for comparative 

evaluation of the samples. Also it is worthy mention that in the under impact loads, other mechanisms 

than in SCG are relevant. By studying the second zone, it is possible to obtain some information about 

the structure and performance of the materials. It can be seen that in B1-100J2, the second zone has 

largest area and also pulled out fibrillations are more pronounced in higher magnifications which itself 

can be the reason for higher toughness of this sample compared to B2-100J2. The impact test and SCG 

test results are in excellent agreement with each other.   
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Figure 9. Impact test fracture surface SEM images for (a) N-100J2, (b) B1-100J2, and (c) B2-100J2 in different 

magnifications. 
 
 

According to SCG test results, it can be seen that the long-time mechanical performance of N-100J2 

sample is significantly higher than N-100J1 sample. Difference in the distribution of short chain 

branches is most probably the reason for this difference in creep test failure time. As mentioned above, 

in N-100J1 sample, SCBs are located randomly on molecular chains and thus the crystallize-able length 

of chains increased compared to N-100J2 in which SCBs located uniformly and with approximately 
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equal length (Figure 3). Suggested schematic model in Figure 10 demonstrates the reason of the 

difference in resistance to SCG in these two samples. Since long chains usually make tie molecules that 

are a key factor to resistance to SCG [7,56,57], the difference in SCBs distribution on long chains has a 

direct effect on long-term performance which in our previous work is investigated completely[20]. Due 

to less participation of chains in crystals in N-100J2, this sample has more tie molecules naturally and 

thus its resistance against SCG is higher than N-100J. As mentioned earlier in rheological measurement 

section, melt relaxation time in the B1-100J2 sample is higher than N-100J2 sample and it was expected 

that the failure time of black sample in the SCG test be higher than the neat PE100 sample, but it is 

reverse. To justify this observation, it can be concluded that carbon black aggregates can both act as 

stress concentration sites and also trap longer chains in amorphous area, making establishment of tie 

molecules more difficult in solid state. Using this model, we can justify the reduction in failure time in 

the solid state and the increase of relaxation time of samples in presence of carbon black in melt state. 

(The same situation may be considered in rubber chains with carbon black, in which the chains can be 

trapped in between carbon black aggregates [58,59]). 
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Figure 10. Schematic representation for investigating effect of SCBs distribution of tie molecules; (a) N-100J1 
sample with the chaotic distribution of SCBs and (b) N-100J2 sample with uniform SCBs distribution on long 

chains , (c) Schematic model for studying the effect of carbon black aggregates on preventing long chains to enter 
the lamellas. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the results obtained from different tests in this study, carrier polymer of black 

masterbatches and carbon black aggregates make changes in viscosity and chain motion of the PE100 

samples. N-100J2 resin with more uniform short chain branch distribution is more affected by carbon 

black aggregates and the carrier polymer. The changes in both the relaxation time in viscosity test and 
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crystallization time in isothermal crystallization test is noticeably higher for N-100J2 compared to N-

100J1 which is the sample with non-uniform SCB distribution. Compared to pure samples, black 

compounds have lower failure time in slow crack growth due to presence of carbon black aggregates that 

affect sample properties in two different ways: (i) acting as stress concentration areas and (ii) preventing 

the branched long chains to enter the crystals and create the tie molecules. In the compounds that used 

LDPE carrier masterbatch, SCG test failure time is higher than the samples using HDPE carrier. The 

reason of this phenomenon is that the motion of the chains is more difficult due to long branches of 

LDPE carrier and a higher value of activation energy for branched polyethylene, meaning more 

resistance to fibrillation and growth of the crazes which lead to cracks.  

Although results of SCG and impact tests indicated the better performance of masterbatch having 

LDPE carrier, the temperature sweep rheological measurements pointed out the possibility of the melt 

immiscibility at elevated temperature leading to surface instabilities. Therefore both of these issues 

should be considered in selection of the right masterbatch. 
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Highlights 

 

• Resin with more uniform SCB distribution is more affected by carbon black aggregates 

and the carrier polymer.  

• Carbon black aggregates act as stress concentration areas and prevent the branched long 

chains to enter the crystals and create the tie molecules and consequently decrease the 

creep lifetime of the pipe grade PE material.  

• Because of more contacts between the chains, the changes in both the relaxation time in 

viscosity test and crystallization time in isothermal crystallization test in sample with 

uniform SCBs distribution is noticeably higher than non-uniform sample.  

• For resistance to slow crack growth, LDPE carrier is better than HDPE carrier, since 

branched structure of the LDPE causes formation of more tie molecules and enhances the 

mechanical properties relatively.  

• In processing temperature range, no immiscibility is observed between PE100 resin and 

both HDPE and LDPE carriers. 
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